Kratos SRE has well-established testing and measurement capabilities and is widely recognized as the top laboratory in the U.S. for high temperature evaluation of advanced materials. Our engineers are experienced in materials behavior, analysis, and evaluation, and are supported by a contingent of thoroughly competent experimentalist technicians.

Material behaviors can be measured from cryogenic to over 5500°F. Materials evaluated include resin, metal and ceramic matrix composites, metals, graphites, carbon/carbons, monolithic ceramics, and others.

Basic material mechanical property tests include:
- Tension-uniaxial and hoop
- Compression-uniaxial and hoop
- Fatigue
- Shear-torsion, Iosipescu and double-notch
- Creep
- Fracture toughness
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Test environments include inert (helium, argon and nitrogen), oxidizing/air and partial pressure oxygen/vacuum.

Material properties are typically determined by techniques more rigorous than requirements imposed by ASTM methods. If standard methodology is not established, unique tests tailored to the material or application are developed.

The mechanical testing laboratory contains 20 major, fully instrumented test stands, many unique to Kratos SRE. The testing machines are either mechanically or servo-hydraulically driven, and calibration is maintained with ASTM E4 load verification requirements. Instrumentation includes strain gages, extensometers, optical strain system, modal acoustic emission sensors, and full field strain visualization by DIC. Testing capabilities range from small filament specimens to structural components with dimensions greater than six feet.